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Introduction



Supply chain management has various implications while amalgamating product development architecture with supply chain design. Conceptual development of a product family and designing its supply chain with respect to optimising supply chain cost, profit or configuration efficiency, etc., is a ‘DFSC’ problem. The problem inherits its traits from a more generalised concept of Concurrent Engineering (CE) (Prasad, 1996). Supply chain structure has a considerable influence over the product variety and its classification (Randall and Ulrich, 2001). While developing a diverse product family, the concern is also to minimise the supply chain cost. A diverse product family with an optimum supply chain cost can be selected using market strategy or modular strategy modelled as MILP (Lamothe et al., 2005). The market strategy primarily helps obtain the higher product variety while a modular strategy reduces the manufacturing cost. Although product variety enhances a firm’s revenue yet it incurs a high manufacturing and design cost. On the other hand, a modular strategy in design and postponed differentiation helps reach a trade-off between cost and profit (Robertson and Ulrich, 1998). Modularity as such compels a designer to create a higher level of independence between components by redefining their interface details (Sanchez and Mahoney, 1997), while affecting the price premium drawing capability to an extent. However, a balance can be made between revenue and cost drivers by standardising one/some of the components



and differentiating others for different market products (Desai et al., 2001). Product designing can be accomplished in accordance with the prevailing customer diversity by designing products for different markets with dominant optimum profit and differentiation using a platform product development with an appropriate account of over and under design cost of lower or higher market segment. This platform-based product development has low unit variable cost and provides more profit with increased product differentiation over some ranges of coefficients for over design and integration (Krishnan and Gupta, 2001). In the prevailing scenario of highly diverse customer requirements and customised products, platform-based product development can also be implemented using internet-based reconfigurable platforms (Xie et al., 2005). Converting abstract ideas into concrete one is key feature of designing and nearly 75% of manufacturing cost can be anticipated using the concepts used in a particular design (Ulman, 1992). To map the designing strategy with manufacturing several representation amenities have been proposed. For example, product designing may be well aided to coordinate sales and production using planning bills (Stone Braker, 1996), modular bills and kit bills (Oden et al., 1993). A concept of Generic Bill of Materials (GBOMs) can be used to the possible product families under consideration and, capture and represent the items, components and stages of its supply chain
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(Hegge and Wortmann, 1991; Jiao et al., 1998; Huang et al., 2004; Lamothe et al., 2005). Regarding the dependence of supply chain structure and product variety, Randall and Ulrich (2001) have proposed a few hypotheses that reflect that plants with large-scale efficiency and local nature with respect to the target market have a very high production-dominant or market-mediation-dominant varieties, respectively. Market mediation can be controlled by carefully locating customer facilities with respect to the target market. For example, customers can be efficiently allocated to multiple distribution centres in supply chain using a cooperative multicolony ant optimisation-based approach (Srinivas et al., 2005). In an attempt to minimise supply chain cost, the capacity of a supply chain to tackle uncertainty is often overlooked which may result in stock out cost incurred to a firm. Graves and Tomlin (2003) have proposed that supply chains with higher values of process flexibility measure have less configuration loss and configuration inefficiency, i.e., they suffer fewer shortfalls due to demand uncertainty. They also showed that supply chains with degree of flexibility less than 1 suffer larger shortfalls in supply than those with degree of flexibility equal to or larger than 1. Apart from demand uncertainty, in an interdependent environment, a supplier is evaluated not only in terms of incurred supply chain cost, but also delivery performance and quality assurance (Jain et al., 2004). A few attempts have been made in this direction that implement fuzzy-based approaches to evaluating suppliers’ performance (Jain et al., 2004). For strategic design of a supply chain with optimum supply chain cost, Global Supply Chain Model (GSCM) has been proposed by Vidal and Goetschalckx (1998) and Goetschalckx et al. (2001). Extending the GSCM by introducing taxes, duties and exchange prices drives a designer to optimise profit rather than the cost (Arntzen et al., 1995). Although the literature is abundant with the papers on product development and supply chain yet a simultaneous study of the implication of product development architecture along with the optimisation of supply chain costs or profits or both are rare (Huang et al., 2004). Moreover, preoptimisation decision making about process flexibility and drivers of the product variety are seldom addressed in an optimisation framework. Product variety is said to be production dominant if an increase in product variety is accompanied by higher production cost and likewise it is market mediation cost driven when it is accompanied by dominance of market mediation cost on product variety (Randall and Ulrich, 2001). Thus, the present paper attempts a multiobjective DFSC problem dealing with the selection of a diverse product family and optimisation of its supply chain cost and sales profit. The proposed framework also contains preoptimisation decision making in order to control the drivers of product variety (production-dominant and market-mediation-dominant varieties) and process flexibility of the supply chain. The problem is addressed as



a multiobjective problem wherein there are two conflicting objectives, viz. the minimisation of supply chain cost and the maximisation of the sales profit of the end products. A GBOM representation of the product family is adopted with a hybrid market segment and modular techniques for diversification of the product family. The problem involves large number of decision variables concerned with •



type and quantity of items to be chosen



•



the existence, location and capacities of plants



•



the shipping channels to be used



•



products performance levels, etc.



The problem is constrained with •



demand and flow conservations



•



safety inventories



•



feasible product flows



•



resource lines



•



market segmentation



•



product differentiation, etc.



The paper targets this problem with a multiobjective framework and along with obtaining the Pareto front in cost-profit space, a best compromise solution has also been presented in order to guide the future research. A preliminary literature scan reveals that variety of strategies have been proposed in order to deal with multiobjective combinatorial problems, viz., SPEA (Zitzler and Thiele, 1999), PAES (Knowles and Corne, 2000) and NSGA-II (Deb et al., 2002), etc., the most interesting being NSGA-II. A recent attempt tried to integrate the concepts of decision making with MOGA so as to rank the individuals based on nondominated sorting and niche mechanism (Mansouri, 2005). Further, Coello Coello et al. (2004) have proposed a MultiObjective Particle Swarm Optimisation (MOPSO) incorporating the concepts of external repository and adaptive grid, which was initially proposed by Knowles and Corne (2000). Motivated from the concepts of best-preferred compromise solution (Zitzler and Thiele, 1999) and the exploratory capabilities of MOPSO (Coello Coello et al., 2004), authors have attempted an integration of both the strategies and have proposed IPSO in order to optimise the set objectives for the underlying DFSC framework. The proposed IPSO harnesses the concept of external repository and adaptive grid for the storage of nondominated solutions and a fuzzy decision making is incorporated to find out a best compromise solution in order to take care of imprecise nature of a decision maker’s judgement (Zitzler and Thiele, 1999). Also, the repository updating mechanism is modified as a utility value is considered in addition to the population density, thus avoiding the randomness in the existing scheme. Remainder of the paper is organised as follows: A multiobjective constrained model for the DFSC attempted



An Interactive Particle Swarm Optimisation for selecting a product family and designing its supply chain is developed in Sections 2 and 3 introduces preoptimisation decision making, which helps choosing locations for manufacturing and inventory facilities and process flexibility of the supply chain; Section 4 contains the basic concepts of Multiobjective Optimisation Problems (MOP) along with the introduction of and implementation of proposed IPSO; computational results have been presented in Section 5; and finally, managerial insights, conclusions and future research are detailed in Section 6.
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Table 1



Table 1



Constant



χf



Binary decision variable for the existence of a facility f Binary decision variable for the existence of a shipping path between facilities f and e Maximum quantity of any item that can be manufactured, stored or shipped on a time period Decision variable corresponding to the net quantity of requirement relevant to an item s at a facility f Net quantity required of an item p to make from the child item s Valuations of high market segment customer per unit of performance Valuations of low market segment customer per unit of performance denotes the costs incurred in making an item s at a facility f Index for any item in the PF-tree Set of parent items of an item p Time for which resource line r is used for item s ∈ Sr Duration of the time period T Fixed cost of building a shipping path between facility f Index for a resource line type Set of all types of resource lines Performance level of product in general Performance level of the base product (base product is one from which concerned product is derived) Performance level of the common platform (i.e., performance level delivered through modular components) Performance level of the product target to the lower market segment (having contributions from platform components as well as non-platform components) Performance level of the product target to the higher market segment (having contributions from platform components as well as non-platform components) Index for any item (node) in the PF-tree Index for the end product targeted to higher market segment Index for the end product targeted to the lower market segment Set of items(nodes) in the PF-tree Set of all the exclusive nodes Set of all the inclusive nodes Set of those items which have relevance to a customer, i.e., relevance to a customer facility f c Set of concrete items requiring resource type r



Nmax Nsft Nsplt vh



The proposed model aims to develop and design a product family and simultaneously designing its supply chain. It lays emphasis on inducing an optimum variety through modular and platform-based product development. In this section, first the conceptual development of the model has been presented, which is followed by the mathematical formulations and related explanations. For the sake of clarity and quick reference, the notations and symbols are assimilated in Table 1.



vl Ω req sf p PRNTp



πrs πT



Notations list



Π path fe



α



Coefficient of scale economy of non platform units



A



Set of all the abstract items



r



b



Constant



R



c



Constant



ρ ρ0



C



Set of all the concrete items



CHLDp



Set of all the child items of an item p



di



Certainty of ith function technology



Dmd sf c t



Demand associated with an item s at a customer facility f c during time period t



∆ req sf



Variable cost in storing an item s at a facility f



δs



Binary decision variable for the existence of an item s



ρh



e



Index for any manufacturing, inventory facilities or customer facilities



η



Number of modules of all the functions



s sENDH



ηmax



The maximum number of product the firm can produce



sENDL



εrf



Number of resource lines of type r opened at facility f



f



Index for a manufacturing or inventory facilities



S S+ S* Sc



f



c



Index for the customer facility



ρp ρl



F



Set of production or inventory facilities



Fc



Set of customer facilities



Φ exist s



Fixed cost of existence an item s



Hsft



Quantity of a concrete item s



Ψ open f



I



Coefficient of integration, accounting for integration benefits of platform based product development



Ψ open rf



Sr Ssft



t



Notations list (continued)



k



λfe



The model development
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Decision variable corresponding to amount of an item s stored at facility f during the time phase t Fixed cost of opening a facility f Fixed cost of opening a resource line of type r at facility f Index of a time period
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Table 1 T



τ



get sf



τ sfmanuf



Notations list (continued) Set of time periods considered The percentage of manufacturing and shipping lead time of an item s at facility f ∈ F Manufacturing lead time of item s at facility f ∈ F



ship τ sfe



Shipping lead time of item s at facility f ∈ F and up to facility f c ∈ Fc



Γ req sf



Cost of shipping item s between facilities f and e



θl



Number of modules at a functional coordination level l Number of functions contained in ‘ith’function module



ul(i)



2.1 Model conceptualisation Product variety is desired due to diverse and ever changing customers demand; however, the extent of product variety offered is determined by the designer. Product variety can be classified in two ways: •



point and nonpoint variety



•



functional, physical and process variety.



Point variety primarily impacts the product quality which in turn leads to customer satisfaction, whereas Figure 1



nonpoint variety has reverse impacts. Functional variety refers to the abundance of performance levels in the product family for each function; physical diversity is the extent of variation in the members of the product family or the components; and, process diversity is determined by whether the product variety is production-dominant or market-mediation dominant. The level of production-dominant variety and market-mediation-dominant variety is determined by scale efficiency and the distance from the target market, respectively (Randall and Ulrich, 2001). In our model, we are apt to select an optimal product family and in this attempt we adopt a GBOM structure (Hegge and Wortmann, 1991; Jiao et al., 1998; Huang et al., 2004; Lamothe et al., 2005) to represent the possible cardinal of this product family. In this proposition, we utilise the concept of inclusive and exclusive nodes, wherein, inclusive nodes are those which flourish over the contributions from each of their children nodes, and exclusive nodes are contributed from only one of the their children nodes. Moreover, a node can be an abstract item (hypothetical item which can neither be manufactured, nor be stored or shipped) or a concrete one (item that can be manufactured, stored as well as shipped). An example GBOM is portrayed in Figure 1.



A PF-tree



Performance levels characterise a market according to varying demands, thus, it can be fragmented on the basis of technologies and principles to procure variety of performance levels for different customers. (Krishnan and Gupta, 2001; Lamothe et al., 2005) studied three product design strategies. In particular, we adopt hybrid market-modular approach to the product development, i.e., dividing the market into two fragments by fixing specific service levels for each function (Figures 1 and 2(b))



and designing at least one module variant for each function technology related to a performance level so that to meet a demand with an assembly of desired modular variants (component modular approach, see Figure 2(c)). Using this hybrid market-modular strategy helps reach a compromise between over-equipment cost, oversatisfaction and management costs. The specific details of the strategy used in the paper have been presented later in the experimental evaluation section (Section 6, Figure 6).



An Interactive Particle Swarm Optimisation for selecting a product family and designing its supply chain Figure 2



Market and modular approaches: (a) the design goal; (b) market segment approach and (c) modular approach



(a)



(b)
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In general, the problem attempted can be refereed as selecting a best product family from the available alternative children choices for exclusive nodes which satisfies all the correlated constraints. In our model, the valuation of the two market segments-lower and higher-is a linear function of products performance level. The two consumers segments, having different needs for the performance, are assumed to be offered different products that are based on a common platform (platform refers to components and subsystem assets shared across a product family), thus reducing product development cost, imparting greater degree of reuse and enhancing responsiveness of firms although it may incur over or under design cost of lower and higher market segments, respectively (Krishnan and Gupta, 2001). The model is as follows (all the notations used have been detailed in Table 1). The fixed and unit variable costs incurred in the design and development of a product (with performance level ρ) from its base product (with performance level ρ0) are assumed to be represented as g ( ρ b − ρ ob ) and kρ c, respectively. Meanwhile, h( ρ bp ) represents a polynomial function to calculate fixed cost for the modular platform that contributes a quantity ρp (ρp ≤ ρl ≤ ρh) as performance to the product. Thus the fixed cost to develop the product family is g ( ρ hb − ρ bp ) + g ( ρlb − ρ bp ) = g ( ρ hb ) − g ( ρlb ) + (h − 2 g )( ρ bp ).



It must be noted that although h(ρ) is a polynomial function, g(ρ) is not necessarily a polynomial function. On the other hand, after realising scale economies (α, 0 < α < 1) of nonplatform units; the firm produces F



∑N (c)



f



sEND ft



as the total number of end products; the unit variable cost is A functional requirement can be met at one or more service level as shown in the above figure. Service level or performance level is an entity which is handled qualitatively as well as quantitatively in this paper. Wherever P-level is connoted, it is used in qualitative context and in mathematical formulations a decision variable is assigned to it to deal with its quantitative trait. Market segment MFx or Market frag.x indicates a market segment formed by fixing a specific performance level for each of the functional requirements. P-level x/y means meeting xth functional requirement at service level ‘y’, demanded for that function. A product variant is a set encompassing all the functional requirements with a given specific service level. A variant x.y satisfies functional requirement 1 at performance level 1/x and functional requirement 2 at performance level y. Module X/Y – i represents the design principle ‘i’ for function X with a performance level Y. In a GBOM, the products are represented by the leaves of the tree whose BOM is represented there by the leaves. BOM X.Y or X/Y means the bill of material for the corresponding item (Figure 2).



estimated as I × k[1 − ((1 − α ) / η max )∑ f N sft ]ρ c . F



Hereby, ηmax is the maximum number of product the firm can produce, that is F



η max = ∑ N s f



ENDL ft



F



+ ∑ N sENDH ft , f



I is the coefficient of component integration, k is the variable cost factor and so on. As both of the fixed and unit variable costs of product development are the functions of performance levels, hence, it is further assumed that the performance levels of the product family are not self-governing but determined by the SC cost per unit of the product manufactured. The SC cost comprises of the fixed costs and variable cost terms. Fixed costs are the costs incurred on the selection of items  S exist   ∑ Φs δs  ,  s 



opening of facilities
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 F open ∑Ψ f χf  f



2.2 Mathematical formulations



 , 



For the sake of simplicity, the objectives are formulated for minimisation by replacing the profit term with its reciprocal and keeping the cost function as it is. Obviously, the concerned decision variables are restricted subjected to a limitation on the resources, policies of GBOM, cost incurred on the excess or unsafe inventory, market targeting and customer valuation, more product differentiation than nonplatform approach, and so on. Thus, the constrained multiobjective DFSC problem can now be formulated as



building of shipping channels  F F ∪ F path   ∑ ∑ Π fe λ fe  ,  f e≠ f  C



and the opening of resource lines  R F open   ∑∑ Ψ rf ε rf  .  r f 



Minimise Obj = {SC Cost, 1/PRF}



The variable costs include the costs incurred on manufacturing



Subject to N sft ≤ N maxδ s and N sft ≤ N max χ f



 S F T req   ∑∑∑ Ω sf N sft  ,  s f t 



δs ≤



storing



PRNTp



∑



δp +



PRNTp



p



 S F T req   ∑∑∑ ∆ sf S sft   s f t 



CHLD p



∑



 S F T F ∪ F req   ∑∑∑ ∑ Γ sfe H sfet  .  s f t e≠ f 



CHLD p



Thus, the two objective functions can now be formulated. The first objective corresponding to the minimisation of supply chain cost is given as S



f



F F ∪F f



C



∑



e≠ f



R



(5)



∀p ∈ S + , s ∈ CHLD p



(6)



∀p ∈ S + ,



(7)



r



∑



∀p ∈ S + , f ∈ F , t ∈ T ,



N spft = N pft



N spft ≤ N maxδ sp



∀p ∈ S + , s ∈ CHLD p , f ∈ F , t ∈ T



∀p ∈ S *, s ∈ CHLD p , f ∈ F , t ∈ T



f



−



c



F



F ∪F c



e≠ f



e≠ f



S * ∩ PRNTs



∑



∑



σ sp N pft



H sfet −



(9) (10)



S + ∩ PRNTs



∑



σ sp N spft



p



(11)



∀s ∈ A, f ∈ F , t ∈ T ,



p



0 = N sft −



S +∩PRNTs



∑



σ sp N spft −



p



The objective to maximise of profit (PRF) is given by F   PRF = ∑ (∑ N sENDL ft  pl − co Ik{1 − ((1 − α ) / η max )∑ N sENDL ft }ρlc  t f f   F F    c + ∑ N sENDH ft  ph − Ik 1 − ((1 − α ) / η max )∑ N sENDH ft  ρ h  f f    



(8)



s



S sft − S sft −1 = N sft + ∑ H seft −



F



open Π path fe λ fe + ∑∑ Ψ rf ε rf



S F T  F ∪F  req req + ∑∑∑  Ω req sf N sft + ∆ sf S sft + ∑ Λ sf H sfet . s f t  e≠ f  (1)



T



∀s ∈ S − Sc



sp



p



δ sp = δ s



δs ≥ δ p



F



SC Cost = ∑ Φ exist .δ s + ∑ Ψ open χf s f s



∀s ∈ S , f ∈ F , t ∈ T (4)



s



c



+∑



∑δ



δ sp ≤ δ s and δ sp ≤ δ p



and shipping costs



(3)



S *∩PRNTs



∑



σ sp N pft



(12)



p



∀s ∈ C , f ∈ F , t ∈ T ,



F



(2)



F



S + ∩ PRNTs



e



p



Dmd sf c t = ∑ H sef c t −



∑



∑



σ sp N pft



c



c



p



(13)



∀s ∈ C , f ∈ F , t ∈ T



− g ( ρ hb ) − g ( ρlb ) − (h − 2 g )( ρ bp )).



This objective comprises of the sum of contributions from the individual market fragments’ product minus the fixed cost of developing the platform-based product family. The decision variables involved in this term are the total number of end products manufactured for each of the market segments, the performance levels and the selling prices. The performance level (currency per valuation of a market segment) of a member of the product family is assumed to be determined from the supply chain cost incurred in manufacturing a single piece during a given time period.



σ sp N spft −



S * ∩ PRNTs



Dmd sf c t = N sf c t −



S + ∩ PRNTs



∑



σ sp N spft −



p



S * ∩ PRNTs



∑



σ sp N pft



p



(14)



c



s ∈ A, f ∈ F , t ∈ T



λ fe ≤ χ f and λ fe ≤ χ e , ∀f ∈ F , e ∈ F − { f } ∪ F c 0 ≤ H sfet ≤ N max λ fe and H sfet ≤ N max δ s ∀s ∈ C , f ∈ F , e ∈ F − {e} ∪ F c , t ∈ T



S sft ≤ N max χ f and S sft ≤ N maxδ s



(15) (16)



∀s ∈ C , f ∈ F , t ∈ T (17)



An Interactive Particle Swarm Optimisation for selecting a product family and designing its supply chain F FC   ship ship S sft ≥ τ sfget  τ sfmanuf N sft + ∑ τ sef H seft + ∑τ sef C H C  sff t   e≠ f fC   ∀s ∈ S , f ∈ F , t ∈ T



Sr



∑N



sft



(18)



π rs ≤ π T ε rf ≤ π T Max rf χ f ∀r ∈ R, f ∈ F , t ∈ T (19)



s



vl ρl − pl ≥ vl ρ h − ph



(20)



vh ρ h − ph ≥ vh ρl − pl



(21)



vl ρl ≥ pl



(22)



vh ρ h ≥ ph



(23)



ρ h ≥ ρl ,



(24)



ρl ≥ ρ p ,



(25)







F



ρ h − ρl ≥  ∑ N s 



f



ENDH



F  v / b  g + ∑ N sENDH ft k f 



ft h



1/ b −1



F    1 − ((1 − α ) / η max )∑ N sENDH ft    f    



F F −  ∑ N sENDL ft vl − ∑ N sENDH ft (vh − vl ) / b f  f 1/ b −1



F F      g + ∑ N sENDL ft k 1 − ((1 − α ) / ηmax )∑ N sENDL ft    f f     



(26)



χ f , λ fe , δ s ∈ {0,1}, ε rf ∈ N , ∀f ∈ F , e ∈ F − {e} ∩ F , c



∀s ∈ S and δ sp ∈ {0,1} ∀p ∈ S + , s ∈ CHLD p .



(27)



Constraints (4)–(10) are GBOM constraints that express the conditions to draw a consensus on the implementation of GBOM concepts. In particular, constraints (4) and (5) are defined for any node, where former stipulates that a net requirement associated to an item compels it to exist; whereas, latter agrees that the selection of an item (without external demand) requires either the existence of one of its parents as an inclusive node or the existence of a relevant link to an exclusive node. Constraints (7)–(10) are defined only for exclusive nodes in which constraint (7) demonstrate that the existence of a link to an exclusive node forces the existence of concerned child and parent; while, constraints (8) reveal that the existence of an exclusive node ‘p’ compel the selection of one and only one relevant link. Moreover, constraints (9) ensure that a net requirement on an exclusive item ‘p’ induces a gross requirement on its child item and (10) imply that whenever a link from item p to item s exists, the net quantity of ‘p’ to be manufactured requires the child item s. Constraints (11), defined only for inclusive nodes, state that the existence of an inclusive node require the existence of all its child. Constraints (12)–(15) conserve the flow of items. Constraints (12) state that the variation in inventory of a concrete item ‘p’ should be equal to the sum of quantity
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produced in the facility, amount shipped to this facility from other facilities, and negative of the sum of items used in the plant to satisfy the gross requirement associated with the parent items. Further, constraints (13) restrict the abstract items from being manufactured, stored or shipped in any type of facility, whereas, constraints (14) ensure the concrete items that are manufactured or stored at a customer facility should sum up to the total demand at the facility. Constraints (15) and (16) are shipping constraints indicating that amount of an item shipped query for the existence of plants, shipping channels and items. Constraints (17) and (18) are inventory constraints where the former confirm that the storage of an item at a facility is possible only when both, the item and the facility, exist; while the latter reflect that the safety stock maintained for an item should be modelled as a percentage of flows – internal manufacturing flow, supplying flow from other facility and delivery flow to the customer facilities – during the item’s lead time. Constraints (19) are the capacity constraints ensuring that sufficient resource lines should be opened to match the desired amounts. Further, constraints (20) ensure that low-segment customers purchase a product targeted to their segments only. This is realised by maintaining the utility from the lower segment more than or equal to its utility from high-segment product. Similar constraints for the higher segment products are represented by constraint (21). Constraints (22) and (23) make sure that a products’ utility should be greater than or equal to its price. Constraints (24) and (25) portray the magnitude-based hierarchy among the performance levels of platform, lower segment product and the higher segment product. Constraints (24) and (25) portray the magnitude-based hierarchy among the performance levels of the platform, lower segment product and the higher segment product. Constraint (26) stipulate that the product differentiation from the platform approach is more than any nonplatform approach (single product, standardised product or niche product approach; Krishnan and Gupta, 2001); however, the profit return is confirmed to be greater than the independent development by maintaining coI ≤ 1. Finally, constraint (27) represent the binary variable constraints.



2.3 Other assessment parameters The attainment of optimal/near optimal solutions through the aforementioned model helps select a product family and design its supply chain. However, the optimisation results can be further evaluated using two parameters, viz., design complexity in functional modules and measure of cannibalisation or market diversity achieved.



2.3.1 Design complexity in function modularity Depending on the intricacy in technology development or production capacity, modules can be either function module or component module (Pahl and Beitz, 1988). The function module becomes very important while designing a product that has several critical functional requirements. Wang and
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Tsai (1998) have proposed a CE-driven design for a mechanical system by studying the correlation of functions in product development. The number of modules (combining different functions) is restricted due to a trade-off to be achieved between involved manufacturing and assembly complexity. Remember that a module is generated using the combinations of individual parts or assemblies. These modules are given maximum possible orthogonality so as to reduce the complexity (Tsai and Wang, 1999). While deploying the function modularity concepts, a module can be made absolutely coupled or independent based on the coordination level of different functions, which in turn depend on whether the functions have cause-effect relation or not. This cause-effect coordination may be defined on several grounds like geometry constraints (size, shape, tolerance, etc.), mechanical strength (load, stress distribution, etc.), energy flow (kinematics variables, inertia, etc.) or signal flow (sensing, transmission, etc.), and likewise. Dividing ‘n’ number of functions into ‘m’ number of modules, though influenced by the coordination level between different functions, is restricted by the different types of complexities involved in manufacturing and assembly. These complexities can be quantified as η



comp mf = −1/ θ l ∑ (di ln di + (1 − di ) ln(1 − di )), i



and θl



comp as = −∑ ((ul (i ) / ηi ) ln(ul (i ) / ηi ), i



respectively. Evidently, as the number of modules increase, the manufacturing complexity decreases whereas the assembly complexity increases. Thus, a trade-off is required in order to minimise the overall design complexity given by feasibility of all the function technologies and number of functions in each of the modules at a correlative level (l ). The correlative level can be set using an α-cut method (Tsai and Wang, 1999; Zimmermann, 1991). Thus, the total complexity in designing functional topology is given by COMPdes = compas + compmf. A designer is expected to implement functional modularity with lower value of design complexity, hence our aim in the paper.



2.3.2 Market diversity parameter A Market Diversity Parameter (Div) incorporates the customer valuation concepts as well as the scale difference between low and high market fragments. Moorthy and Png (1992) mathematically proposed this parameter as  F Div =  ∑ N SENDL ft  f



F



∑N f



S ENHL ft



  ((ν h − ν l ) /ν l ). 



As evident, the diversity parameter depends on the quantities and valuations for the two market segments targeted.



In the proposed solution strategy to the above formulation, first a preoptimisation decision making is performed that aims to obtain the concerned plant capacity and locations. Such a strategy counter enables the uncertainties tackling capability in product demand as well as control the drivers of the product variety. However, it must be noted that these issues have been handled prior to the main optimisation module as even the development of optimisation framework requires these decisions to be taken a priori.
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Preoptimisation decision making



The presence of uncertainty in a product’s demand (both qualitative and quantitative) require efficient capacity commitment in order to have a compromise between demand meeting ability and the incurred costs (set up as well as operational costs). This compromise can be reached by imparting process flexibility to the plants which in turn enhances the plant capacity and thus avoids shortfalls. Hereafter, this capacity is utilised to optimise cost and profit targets. Moreover, the selection of the location for manufacturing and inventory facilities, given the location of customer facilities (or target markets), affects the product variety ignoring which may lead to severe effect in terms of reduced production-dominant variety or market-mediation-dominant variety or both. The present section develops a preoptimisation framework to avoid at least the worst possible effect of ignoring process flexibility and drivers of the two types of product variety, as discussed below.



3.1 Process flexibility in supply chain In order to avoid lost sales and holding of excess of inventory, efficient handling of various uncertainties is needed. A firm sets its plants capacities in an attempt to anticipate the future demands of products. This can be performed either by committing plant capacity sufficiently to meet maximum possible demand or by imparting process flexibility; however, the latter is more preferable as due to its economic and efficient performance.



3.1.1 Concept of chaining Flexibility can be encoded using a bipartite graph as shown in Figure 3, where, the product assignment decisions are represented through the direct product-plant links. A direct product plant link tells that the product can be processed at the plant. Larger the number of product plant links, larger the capability to tackle the uncertainty in demand. Further, a chain is the group of product-plants links that are all connected directly or indirectly (Jordan and Graves, 1995). They showed that a complete chain configuration, containing all the product and plants, performs much better than several distinct chains.



An Interactive Particle Swarm Optimisation for selecting a product family and designing its supply chain Figure 3



Imparting flexibility through chaining



The configuration loss and the configuration inefficiency undergoes drastic downfall when this degree of flexibility increases form 0 to 1 as compared to any further increase (Graves and Tomlin, 2003). Hence, in order to make configuration inefficiency insignificant, µ should not be kept below 1. This degree of flexibility can be increased by increasing the number of plants processing any product. The preoptimisation decision making involves increasing product-plant links while maintaining the chaining strategy till we get a value of µ greater than or equal to 1 and the corresponding flexibility configuration A is obtained. This flexibility configuration is now ready to be harnessed in the optimisation as it decides the items to be processed at corresponding plants while performing enumeration through the algorithm implementation.



Determination of flexibility configuration may be done using a random vector  F c Dmd = ∑ Dmd sENDL f c t ,  f c



Fc



∑ Dmd fc



 f t  c



sENDH



and a random variable SF (Dmd, Arc), depending on the demand distribution and flexibility configuration. Here, Arc = {Arc1, Arc2, Arc3, …, ArcK} such that Arck is the set of all product-plant links at stage k, i.e., Arck = {1, 2, 3, …, K }. A stage corresponds to the processing of a particular kind of concrete items of the GBOM, e.g. product variants, function modules, component modules or bill of materials, etc. At any stage ‘k’, a facility f can process a product s, iff the link (s, f ) belongs to Arck. The shortfall can be calculated by solving a linear formulation for a particular demand realisation and with specific determination of the flexibility configuration A. The configuration inefficiency may be defined as relative increase in the anticipated shortfall due to the interaction of different stages in the supply chain, whereas, configuration loss is the corresponding increase due to the inability of the supply chain to be totally flexible (Graves and Tomlin, 2003). In a single stage supply chain with ‘Q’ plants, the total stage capacity is defined as ‘W ’, which, if allocated equally between the two market segments would deliver a capacity W/2 for each. For a subset M of product set (M ⊂ {sENDL, sENDH}), the available capacity



∑



q∈L ( M )



wq



(q is a plant; wq is the capacity of this plant, in our model wq = Nmax; and L(M ) L( M ) is the set of plants that can process one or more product in the set M ) may be greater than the single stage case. This excess capacity ω (M ) over equal allocation, measured in the units of equal allocation, can be increased by appreciating the product-plant links. Degree of flexibility (µ) is defined as the minimum value of the excess capacity for the product subset M, with L(M ) < Q



µ = min{ω ( M ) : L( M ) ≤ Q}.
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(28)



3.2 Product variety and supply chain structure Variety is determined from two basic classes of costs within a supply chain, viz. production costs and market conciliation costs. Production costs refer to the material expenses, production overhead and process technology investments, whereas market conciliation costs encompass the inventory holding costs, production decrementing costs (arising due to excess of supply than demand) and missed sales costs (due to excess of demand than supply). Apparently, these costs depend on the structure of the supply chain and consequently, so do the product variety.



3.2.1 Production-dominant and market-conciliation-dominant varieties An attempt to enhance the product variety is accompanied by an increase in both the production costs and the market conciliation costs. Production costs increase as the volume splits among different products while the shooting up of demand uncertainty causes either an increase in replenishment lead time or maintenance of a large quantity of finished goods inventory thereby increasing market conciliation costs (Eppen, 1979). The variety is production dominant if an increase in product variety is accompanied by a greater increase in production cost as compared to market conciliation cost; conversely, the opposite situation designates variety to be market-conciliation dominant. Structure of supply chain can be determined either by location and scale (Francis, 1974; Krarup and Pruzan, 1983) or by the degree of outsourcing (Mahoney, 1992; Ellison and Ulrich, 1999). In order to draw benefits of scale, one can choose to outsource production to a scale efficient firm depending on its location. If outsourcing is drifted to a firm outside the target market, it may cause an increase in market conciliation cost in return for a lower production cost. Hence, for the one located outside the target market, a more convenient strategy would be outsourcing to a scale-efficient firm located inside target market eliminating both the production as well as market conciliation cost. In order to realise these aims, the present paper relies over few hypotheses (Randall and Ulrich, 2001) as follows:
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•



greater scale efficiency leads to greater production-dominant variety



•



local plants with respect to the target market generates larger market-conciliation-dominant variety



•



matching of production-dominant variety with scale efficient production and that of market-conciliationdominant variety with local plants leads to better firm performance.



Table 2



Table 2 shows the impact of scale efficiency as well as location of plants and facilities with respect to the target market. In the table, the index ‘1’ stands for ‘high’ and ‘0’ for ‘low’ production-dominant or market-conciliation-dominant variety, as the case may be. Through the preoptimisation decision making, the dominated strategy is intended to be escaped, as it has low production dominant as well as marketmediation-dominant variety.



Impact of scale efficiency and plant location on variety



Scale efficiency/location w.r.t market Distant/inefficient (Dominated strategy)



Distant/efficient



Local/inefficient



Local/efficient (Dominant strategy)



Production dominant variety



0



1



0



1



Market mediationdominant variety



0



0



1



1



In the present case, coefficient of scale economy has been used to distinguish the scale efficient and scale inefficient plants. Further, local and distant locations have been distinguished using a mean distance strategy. Given the locations of ‘n’ customer facilities (target market), let Di1, Di2, Di3, …, Din, be the distances of ith manufacturing or inventory facility (i = 1, 2, … m) from the customer facilities. Di is evaluated as the mean of the distances of ith facility over all the customer facilities, and the mean of Di ’s over all the manufacturing and inventory facilities is denoted by Dmean . That is, Dmean = Σ Di .



(29)



Similarly, mean of the scale economies α, of all the manufacturing facilities including the outsourced facilities, is calculated. For a dominant strategy with desired value Ddom (of Dmean ) and desired coefficient αdom, if Dmean ≤ Ddom and α ≥ αdom, then the preoptimisation decision making helps achieve the compromise zone by choosing a set of facility location for which either Dmean ≤ Ddom or α ≥ αdom. The dominant strategy itself is not approached as it is more cumbersome to satisfy the condition of scale efficiency owing to huge investments in capacity commitment than to open the manufacturing and inventory facilities at a set of locations that are local with respect to the target market. After making the preliminary decisions, the main optimisation module is invoked that is proposed using an Interactive multiobjective particle swarm optimisation approach. In the following sections, first a generic overview of state-of-the-art for MultiObjective Optimisation is presented, which is followed by the proposed particle swarm optimisation-based solution strategy and its further computational experiments.
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Recent developments in multiobjective optimisation



A multiobjective problem is defined as an optimisation of several noncommensurable and often conflicting objectives (Fonseca and Fleming, 1995). Considering a minimisation case, it can be defined as Minimise f ( x ) = { f1 ( x ), f 2 ( x ), f 3 ( x ),..., f n ( x )}



(30)



Subjected to



pi ( x ) = 0; i = 1, 2, 3, ..., m



(31)



q j ( x ) ≥ 0;



(32)



j = 1, 2, 3, ..., l



where x is a decision vector; f(x) is the criterion vector with ‘n’ number of objective functions f1, f2, f3, …, fn; m and l denote the number of equality and inequality constraints, respectively. Solving a multiobjective problem utilises the concept of nondominated or Pareto optimal solutions. A decision vector x1 is said to dominate another vector x2 (i.e., x1 ≺ x2) iff ∀i ∈ {1, 2,3, ..., n} : f i ( x1 ) ≤ f j ( x2 ) ∧ ∃ j ∈ {1, 2,3, ..., n} : f i ( x1 ) < f j ( x2 ).



Nondominated decision vectors are the ones that are not dominated by all other decision vectors in a given set. Such nondominated vectors are also termed Pareto optimal or noninferior sets. Over the years several algorithms have been proposed to efficiently solve the multiobjective problems. These attempts have been mainly based on the random search techniques and their extensions that aim to optimise multiple objectives to obtain a Pareto front. Evolutionary



An Interactive Particle Swarm Optimisation for selecting a product family and designing its supply chain algorithms find various applications to multiobjective optimisation with recent stress being improvement in terms of data structures to store nondominated solutions (Coello Coello et al., 2002). Yet another critical issue – maintenance of diversity – is accounted using specific techniques proposed as Pareto Archive Evolutionary Strategy (PAES) (Knowles and Corne, 2000). Other algorithms include Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm or SPEA (Zitzler and Thiele, 1999) and Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm or NSGA (Deb et al., 2002), etc. Although these methods obtain the Pareto front but they are characterised by their inability to find a compromise solution. Recently, Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) has drawn attention of many researchers for multiobjective optimisation (Parsopoulos and Vrahatis, 2002; Parsopoulos et al., 2001; Coello Coello and Lechuga, 2002; Fieldsend and Singh, 2002). Based on the imitation of choreography of birds in a swarm, individuals in PSO learn from their past experiences. The information exchange has two components, viz. cognitive and social component. Cognitive factor drives the particle’s motion towards its best position found so far whereas the social factor drives it towards the global best position. Many researchers like Fieldsend and Singh (2002), Mostaghim and Teich (2003) and Coello Coello et al. (2004), and many others have applied MOPSO. Keeping the track of research, this paper proposes an IPSO, which contains a utility-based adaptive grid updating, mutation operator and fuzzy decision making in order to deal with the multiobjective formulation of the underlying problem.
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repository. This is carried out by locating the particles in an adaptive grid space. The grid space is formed by hypercubes in criterion space explored so far (Cello Coello et al., 2004) and particles are stored in these hypercubes on the basis of the values of their objective functions. Figure 4



Flow chart showing the proposed algorithm



Proposed Multiobjective Particle Swarm Optimisation (MOPSO)



The multiobjective formulation of PSO uses the concept of storing the best position attained by a particle in order to retain the nondominated solutions generated in the past. Further, the global attraction mechanism helps the algorithm to converge towards Pareto optimal solutions. Moreover, a decision making is incorporated to find a compromise solution from the potential regions of the search space. Also, a utility is assigned to each of nondominated solutions found that helps while upgradation and decision making. The following subsections present the methodology in detail.



5.1 Interactive Particle Swarm Optimisation (IPSO) IPSO employs external repository archive and adaptive grid concept initially introduced by Cello Coello et al. (2004) for MOPSO. For a general idea of the overall working of the algorithm, its flow chart has been introduced in Figure 4. The algorithm starts with the initialisation of a population followed by velocity initialisation. The velocity may either be initialised to zero or to a random nonzero value. Once all the particles (Par[i]) and their velocities (V[i]) are initialised, nondominated particles from the population are determined and their position is stored in the



A memory (PBEST[i]), to keep track of the best positions of a particle i, is initialised for each particle, whether dominated or nondominated. Initially, the particle itself is stored in this memory, i.e., PBEST[i] = Par[i], which, however, is dynamically updated in the subsequent generations. The iterative procedure starts with updating of velocity defined as V[i] = wxV[i] + rand1 x(PBEST[i] – Par[i]) + rand2 x(Rep[h] – Par[i])



(33)



where, w is the inertia weight, rand1 and rand2 are two random numbers between 0 and 1. PBEST[i] (cognitive factor) is the best position achieved by the ith particle so far and Rep[h] (social factor) is the position of a particle taken from the repository. To determine Rep[h], all the hypercubes with more than one particle are assigned a fitness equal to the ratio of a constant (greater than 1) to the number of particles in the hypercube. Once the fitness of each of the multiple particles containing hypercubes is evaluated, a hypercube ‘h’ is selected using Roulette wheel selection. A particle with maximum utility value is selected from this hypercube whose position gives Rep[h]. For the
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detailed insights to hypercube concept related to repository, readers are referred to Coello Coello et al. (2004). However, the calculations regarding utility of a particle stored in the repository have been discussed in later part of the section. Once the velocity is updated, the particle position is also updated as Par[i] = Par[i] + V[i].



µi [ k ] =



(34)



Whenever a particle reaches beyond its lower or upper boundary, the particle is maintained in the search space by assigning the boundary value to the decision variable that crosses its boundary and directing its velocity in reverse direction. After the particles are updated and feasibility is ensured, then they are evaluated. However, due to fast convergence exhibited by PSO, it may lead to the attainment of a false Pareto front (Coello Coello et al., 2004). To take care of this local entrapment or false front generation, mutation operator as utilised in van den Bergh (2002) is deployed. The number of particles affected by mutation is kept large in the earlier generations and decreased in the later generations. This helps maintain a diversified search in earlier stages of search and thorough local search in the later ones. For the constraint handling and subsequent selection, the rules proposed by Coello Coello et al. (2004), described below, have been adopted •



if the two individual being compared are both feasible, then use nondomination as the selection criteria



•



if one of the two individuals being compared is satisfying all the constraint while the other one is infeasible, the feasible individual is selected



•



if both of them are infeasible, then a penalty is imposed over both of the objective functions and comparison is done thereafter.



Once the individuals are selected, repository updating is performed. Repository updating is a very crucial stage of the algorithm, wherein the currently nondominated particles are inserted into the repository using their location in the grid space. Currently, nondominated particle can enter the repository if and only if they are nondominated by all the particles in the repository. However, any particle in the repository which is dominated by the currently entered particle is thrown out of the repository. At this stage, it is checked whether the repository is full (or full capacity check), and if so, a fuzzy membership function, as in Dhillon et al. (1993) is engaged in the evaluation of utility value of each of the particles. This mechanism aids the decision-making process, social factor determination and the repository updating in case its memory is exhausted. It is computed as follows.  1  max  Fi − Fi µi =  max min  Fi − Fi  0 



where µi stands for the membership value of the ith function (Fi) and, Fi max and Fi min are, respectively, the upper and lower limits of ith function. For each particle k present in the repository, normalised membership value or the utility value (µi[k]) is calculated using



Fi ≤ Fi



min



Fi min < Fi < Fi max Fi ≥ Fi max



(35)



∑



n i =1



µi [ k ]



∑ ∑ m



n



k =i



i =1



µi [ k ]



(36)



where m is the number of nondominated solutions in the repository and n is the number of objective functions. This utility value characterises the realisation of objective function between 0 and 1. In case the repository becomes full, decision making for obtaining a compromise solution is accomplished by choosing a particle with highest utility value. Moreover in such a situation, entering particles with their location in sparsely populated areas are given preference over those in densely populated areas. The preferred particle is inserted in the repository according to its location and a particle with least utility value from the most densely populated hypercubes (with least fitness) is deleted. The repository updating is followed by particle memory update. If the new position of the particle is not dominated by the position in the memory, then the earlier position in the memory is replaced by the new one. Otherwise, the old position is kept intact. The whole procedure from velocity updating and subsequent particle updating and selection is iterated until the stopping criteria is not satisfied, which is generally kept as maximum number of generations.



5.2 Implementation of IPSO over the proposed model An integer coding is employed to particle representation for both of the combinatorial as well as integer part of the solution. As per the needs, particle’s memory as well as velocity is also encoded under the same schema. It is implemented over a simulated example of wiring harness supplier of an AGV, which is discussed in the next section. For the preliminary test purpose, the number of randomly generated particles and iterations are taken to be 10 and 1000, respectively, and the size of repository is taken to be 15 particles. Other parameter settings include ‘w’ which is taken as 0.4, and ‘z’ which is assumed to be equal to 10. Here, the parameter values are purely intuitive influenced by the related peer literature, whereas their tuning and optimal setting is definitely a further issue of research.
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Experimental platform: a simulated case study



As a preliminary proposal of attempting the underlying problem in a multiobjective paradigm, the experiments have been performed on the problem concerned to a wiring harness supplier of an AGV manufacturer that performs the task of connecting all the electrical and electronic components of the AGV. The case data, although being simulated as per the needs, is influenced from that



An Interactive Particle Swarm Optimisation for selecting a product family and designing its supply chain presented in Lamothe et al. (2005) and Tsai and Wang (1999). The components, which are to be connected and assembled, include connectors, relays, fuses and computer, etc. As the cardinal set of these components is very large the functional diversity is also very large. The attempted functional requirements of an AGV are mainly five, viz. driving system, carrying system, supporting system, monitoring system and sustaining system. The tasks performed by these functional requirements are indicated in Figure 5. Transmission mechanism refers to energy input-output relation and its efficiency. Safety mechanism deals with detection and mitigation of obstructions in the path of an AGV. The loading-unloading mechanism includes loading and carrying of the workpiece on pallet to buffer. Positioning mechanism accomplishes the Figure 5
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task of setting the position of the AGV so as to reach the workplace. The power device contains electric motor, electricity recharged parts, etc., and drives the AGV through the conversion of electrical energy into mechanical energy. Auxiliary device comprises of the medium for workplace conveyance such as buffers, stations, pallets, etc. The control mechanism commands the actions of the AGV and processes its signals; the communication mechanism involves signal receiving from control computer and launching it to the central computer; the guiding mechanism guides the motion of AGV among workstations using sensors; and finally, the sustaining mechanism takes care of combining all the parts of AGV along with the considerations of space allocations, assembly, etc.



Functional representation of an AGV



As the wiring harness supplier connects all the electrical and electronic components of the AGV, hence in order to simplify the calculations three functional requirements are assumed to be considered in the problem, viz. driving-carrying function (F1), supporting function (F2) and monitoring-controlling functions (F3) as depicted in Figure 5. F1 performs transmission, safety, positioning and loading-unloading operations. F2 is concerned with backing the system with power and providing auxiliary support. F3 facilitates the control, communication and guiding of the vehicle. Further, in order to realise the GBOM characteristics with the function modules determination, the problem is formulated to be a combinatorial problem in which three combinations are possible, viz. F1, F2 and F3 in a single module, two modules one with F1 and F3 and other with F2 and three modules each comprising of one functional requirement each. This can be done by setting



the correlation level lc = 2 for a functional module and C-module denotes the corresponding component module. While designing the product family, several design choices are to be taken care like handling one or several computers, motors, etc. (with different options for their location) and location- or functional-based decomposition of wiring harness and many others. Further issues are whether to connect computers with bus or not; whether to use two or more computers for signal receiving and launching; multiple choices for auxiliary device, and so on. Consequentially, there are many possible variants for each market segment or each subassembly. However, for the simulated study takes into account the manufacturing of two types of AGV – one targeted to the lower market segment (Market fraf.1) and other to the higher segment(Market fraf.1) – with their product family as represented through a GBOM as shown in Figure 6.
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The above situation is realised by limiting the number of versions of computers more for lower segment than for higher segment and likewise. The effective performance level for each of the lower segment AGV and the higher segment AGV are to be determined by making children choices for exclusive nodes. As evident from the GBOM, the higher segment can be served at any one of the two possible performance levels (corresponding to the two variants denoted) while the lower segment can be served at any one of four possible values of performance levels. Over all, the case if assumed to have eight possible product Figure 6



families from which one with best trade-off between supply chain cost, sales profit and design complexity (functional) is to be selected. The issue is a combinatorial cum integer problem where the combinatorial selection of product family is juxtaposed with optimal configuration of supply chain is to be determined by quantities of items manufactured, stored or shipped. That is, decision variables are concerned with combinatorial as well as integer parameters pertaining to the model. The variants are materialised by assembling it from basic components (from 1 to 10) and computer components (11–15).



A PF-tree for AGV product family selection



Different combinations of these numbers in the GBOM indicate the bill of materials of the components of AGV connected by the wiring harness supplier. These combinations are made to be located at the leaves of the GBOM. Different versions of computers are used for lower and higher segments though some are common along with other basic components. The common components include platform components manufactured on common platforms whereas the unique ones represent the nonplatform components in the GBOM. The simulated problem gathers seven manufacturing facilities (for basic components) and two synchronous facilities each dedicated to a customer and the time periods over which demands are made are taken to be 2. For preoptimisation decision making, four set of locations are considered from which one satisfying condition (29) in order to achieve a compromise over production-dominant and market-mediation-dominant variety is to be selected for optimisation. Meanwhile, the set of plants processing each of the high and low market segments at each stage is determined by increasing the product plant links till the degree of process flexibility comes out to be grater than or equal to 1. Thus, set of plants processing each of the items



in GBOM is determines which is to be used at the time of optimisation. Over designing coefficient of the AGV targeted at the lower market segment is taken to be 3 with integration coefficient and coefficient of scale economy of nonplatform units of AGV 0.5 and 0.4. The manufacturing facilities for basic components or the subassembly facilities are indexed from 1 to 5 while the computer facilities are indexed through 6 and 7. The synchronous and the correspondingly dedicated customer facilities are indexed through 8, 9 and 10, 11, respectively. The feasibility of the three function technologies, viz. F1, F2 and F3 of the AGV are taken to be 0.6, 0.8 and 0.7, respectively. The duration of a time period is taken as 365 days. Other mandatory data are simulated randomly using a uniform distribution. The costs are measured in millions of a currency and time in days or fraction of π T. The ranges for different parameters simulated are as follows: Φ exist ∈ [1,10], Ψ open ∈ (131,150), Ψ open ∈ [7, 21], s f rf Π path Ω req Γ req fe ∈ [40, 70], sf ∈ [12, 25], sf ∈ [5,13], manuf ∆ req ∈ [0.05, 0.15], τ sfget ∈ [0.1, 0.7], sf ∈ [8, 20], τ sf ship ∈ [0.02, 0.07], Dmd sf t ∈ [21, 60], and π rs ∈ [0.20, 0.52]. τ sfe c



An Interactive Particle Swarm Optimisation for selecting a product family and designing its supply chain For an exhaustive set of simulated data, readers are referred to http://www.geocities.com/salik_nifft/simulatin-data.doc. This algorithm is implemented through C++ language and program is run on an IBM PC with a 1.9 GHz Pentium IV processor.
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The product family is selected corresponding to the compromise solution and the supply chain is designed. The market diversity parameter and complexity in function modules are also evaluated for the obtained compromise solutions.



7.2.1 Pareto front



Computational results



This section presents both preoptimisation results and the optimisation results obtained by implementing the proposed solution strategies.



The IPSO is run for 1000 generations and a Pareto front is obtained. The Pareto front is found to be convex in the space determined by cost and reciprocal of profit as shown in Figure 7.



7.1 Preoptimisation results



Figure 7



The obtained Pareto front



From the four possible set of locations (with upper bound of Dmean 90 miles), the third set emerges out to be the one with compromise over the production-dominant variety and market-mediation variety. The distances of all of the nine manufacturing and inventory facilities selected through the preoptimisation decision making are presented in Table 3. The coefficient of scale economy for all the plants is taken equal in all the cases so that the decision making is governed mainly by market mediation. Table 3



Set of location selected through pre-optimisation decision making



f



Df1 (miles)



Df2 (miles)



1



148.3163



98.99991



2



101.8509



144.8006



3



118.5781



74.0025



4



95.3386



128.3865



5



72.40394



6



139.6341



7



106.2841



8 9



88.88119 122.591 92.48756



65.49883



114.8894



102.8068



Dmean



130.9354 82.33328



The other decision-making process is performed by assuming initially that at each stage each product can be processed at one facility only and chaining strategy is maintained. Further, from the five manufacturing facilities, the number of them processing each of the lower and higher market segment products comes out to be 3. The set of plants processing each of the items obtained are utilised in optimisation process to make decision about set of three plants processing each of items in GBOM.



7.2 Optimisation results Once the decision making about process flexibility and locations of the facilities is over, IPSO is implemented to obtain the Pareto front and best compromise solutions.



Cost and profit are also optimised individually through GA. The best results from the individual optimisation of cost and profit are found to be Rs. 24,508,891 and Rs. 3,289, 785 kilo (reciprocal of profit equal to 0.000304 mili Rs.–1). As evident from the solutions obtained for the Pareto front, many solutions exist that equally counted to be optimal with respect to each other. However, in order to provide a solution to the management, there is a considerable need to have a best compromise solution, which in the present case is obtained as follows.



7.2.2 Best compromise solution The criterion to decide the best compromise is kept as utility of the particle. In order to provide justifiable evaluation of the proposed approach in terms of its ability to obtain best compromise solution ten different trials have been performed and results have been averaged. Since, the obtained standard deviation for the test runs is considerably
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small (0.0073), the proposed approach is established to be capable of directing particles towards the best front efficiently. The best compromise solution obtained is utilised to select the product family and design its supply chain. Figure 8



The product family for best compromise solution AGV



Figure 9



The designed supply chain for the compromise solution



Table 4



Best compromise solution



Supply chain cost (1000 rupees) 29212.83



The selected product family is represented through its GBOM in Figure 8, and subsequently designed supply chain is shown in Figure 9. The product diversity parameter and the complexity in designing function modules are shown in Table 4.



Sales profit (1000 rupees)



Market diversity



Design complexity



Manufacturing complexity



Assembly complexity



1357.636



0.65



1.732



1.030



0.70



7.2.3 Algorithm performance In order to measure the efficiency of proposed algorithm, the best values of supply chain cost and reciprocals of profit through the proposed IPSO is obtained. The results have been taken in 10 independent runs (trials). Cost vs. trials is plotted along with that of best cost obtained through individual optimisation using GA to portray the distribution outline (Figure 10). Similar plot is obtained for the reciprocal of profit in Figure 11. That is, the acceptability of



the trade-off obtained by multiobjective optimisation is in agreeable stipulation with individual optimisation without too much opportunity cost associated with the practice of former than the latter. Again, as evident from these solutions, best compromise solution in each trial is having small deviations from the individually optimised objectives, thus, establishes the fact that the proposed approach provides quality solutions and is a viable approach to deal with the multiobjective formulation of the above problem.



An Interactive Particle Swarm Optimisation for selecting a product family and designing its supply chain Figure 10 Best solution for supply chain cost



Figure 11 Best solution for profit



8



Conclusions



This paper proposes a novel optimisation model for selecting a product family and designing its supply chain using an IPSO algorithm. The proposed framework not only presents a model and solution methodology to achieve a trade-off between supply chain cost and total sales profit, but also enables one to accomplish crucial preoptimisation decision making. The preoptimisation decision phase helps imitate demand uncertainty tackling capability in the supply chain and ensure a compromise between the dominance of production and manufacturing cost over the product variety. The model also ensures that the product differentiation better achieved in the proposed strategy as compared to standardised product or single product strategy. The market diversity maintained by the adopted product development strategy and a designing complexity in function modules is also found to be intermediate. The IPSO efficiently solves the underlying simulated case study of an AGV wiring harness supplier and yields results which are comparable
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with that of the individual optimisation of the objectives as well. Moreover, due to extensive ability of the proposed algorithm to find trade-off Pareto front and a compromise solution, it can easily be implemented to solve other multiobjective problems. In order to lucidly manage large number of considerations, as mentioned while presenting the problem, the model attempted to be kept simple and the conclusions are derived on the basis; however, further research over various critical issues is still required. Although in order to be clear in presenting the ideas, authors did leave the impact of some assumptions, a thorough insight is due. Incorporation of time saving along with cost consideration will also lead to extension of the model to more realistic dimensions. The effect of exchange prices, duties can be included, which alternatively would induce the need to optimise profit rather than the cost.
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